
 

   

 
 

IMPORTANT SAFETY RECALL 
TMC# RC000186 

 

          «Dealer_name» 
          «Street» 

          «City», «State»  «Zip» 

 
 

Dear Dealer: 

 

This Safety Recall Notice is sent to you in accordance with the requirements of the United States National Traffic and 

Motor Vehicle Safety Act and The Canadian Motor Vehicle Safety Act and is important for your safety.  

 

Thor Motor Coach (TMC) has decided that a safety defect exists in certain TMC motorhomes based upon notification by 

Daimler Trucks North America LLC (DTNA) that a defect which relates to motor vehicle safety exists in certain 

Freightliner chassis that were used to manufacture your TMC motorhome. DTNA was issued recall 20V-127 by the 

National Highway and Safety Administration (NHTSA) to remedy this defect. DTNA’s recall number is FL845. To 

assist DTNA and NHTSA in identifying the final vehicles manufactured, TMC is also conducting a safety recall.   

 

It has been decided that certain TMC motorhomes subject to this recall campaign have insufficiently torqued caliper 

mounting bolts that may not provide adequate clamping force between the brake caliper and the brake anchor plate, 

potentially resulting in reduced brake effectiveness, which could increase the risk of a crash.  

 

Owners should be directed to take their motorhome to an authorized Freightliner dealer to have the repair completed. 

 

If the referenced unit on this letter has been retail sold you are asked to notify the retail owner as soon as possible of this 

recall because their vehicle was not registered at the time the retail notice was mailed.  Please immediately register any 

retail sold units on this list.  As a reminder, you are required by law to complete this recall on any stock units in 

inventory prior to retail sale.  Any vehicle lessor receiving this notice must forward a copy to the lessee within 10 

days.    

 

Please find attached a copy of the retail notification letter.  Owners were instructed to contact DTNA at 1-800-547-0712 

to have their vehicles serviced. If you have questions concerning this recall, you can also contact DTNA at that same 

number. If you still have questions, please contact the TMC Warranty/Service Department by mail at TMC, P.O. Box 

1486, Elkhart, IN 46515-1486, or by phone at 877-500-1020. 

 

We apologize for this inconvenience; however, we have taken this action in the interest of customer safety and 

continued satisfaction with our products.  

 

Sincerely, 

  

  

Hanah Klodzinski 

Recall Compliance Coordinator      

 

Re:  NHTSA Recall No. 20V-167 

 TC Recall No. 2020-114 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

   

 

Units Affected by Recall 

4UZAB2FC0KCLF3388 4UZACHFC4KCLC9854 4UZACHFE7KCLG2817 

4UZAB2FC0KCLG7291 4UZACHFC4KCLF3393 4UZACHFE7KCLH9164 

4UZAB2FC1KCLH9157 4UZACHFC4KCLH4678 4UZACHFE8KCLF3396 

4UZAB2FC2KCLS4608 4UZACHFC4KCLS1533 4UZACHFE9KCLG2818 

4UZAB2FC3KCLC9845 4UZACHFC5KCLG2815 4UZACHFE9KCLH9165 

4UZAB2FC3KCLS1524 4UZACHFC5KCLH9159 4UZACHFEXKCLF3397 

4UZAB2FC3KCLS7985 4UZACHFC5KCLH9162 4UZACHFEXKCLG7283 

4UZAB2FC4KCLJ3643 4UZACHFC5KCLL5229 

4UZAB2FC5KCLH4673 4UZACHFC5KCLL5232 

4UZAB2FC5KCLS1525 4UZACHFC7KCLC9847 

4UZAB2FC5KCLS7986 4UZACHFC7KCLC9850 

4UZAB2FC7KCLM4661 4UZACHFC7KCLH4674 

4UZAB2FC7KCLS7987 4UZACHFC7KCLH9163 

4UZAB2FC9KCLF3387 4UZACHFC7KCLS1526 

4UZAB2FCXKCLG7279 4UZACHFC8KCLG2811 

4UZAB2FCXKCLH9156 4UZACHFC9KCLC9851 

4UZACHFC0KCLC9849 4UZACHFC9KCLF3390 

4UZACHFC0KCLC9852 4UZACHFC9KCLG7287 

4UZACHFC0KCLF3391 4UZACHFC9KCLG7290 

4UZACHFC0KCLG7288 4UZACHFC9KCLH4675 

4UZACHFC0KCLH4676 4UZACHFC9KCLS1527 

4UZACHFC0KCLL5235 4UZACHFC9KCLS1530 

4UZACHFC0KCLS1528 4UZACHFCXKCLG2812 

4UZACHFC0KCLS1531 4UZACHFCXKCLM4668 

4UZACHFC0KCLS5076 4UZACHFE0KCLG2819 

4UZACHFC1KCLG2813 4UZACHFE0KCLH4680 

4UZACHFC1KCLH9160 4UZACHFE0KCLH9166 

4UZACHFC1KCLL2490 4UZACHFE0KCLL5236 

4UZACHFC1KCLL5230 4UZACHFE1KCLC9876 

4UZACHFC2KCLC9853 4UZACHFE1KCLG7284 

4UZACHFC2KCLF3389 4UZACHFE1KCLM0462 

4UZACHFC2KCLF3392 4UZACHFE2KCLH9167 

4UZACHFC2KCLG7289 4UZACHFE2KCLJ3674 

4UZACHFC2KCLH4677 4UZACHFE3KCLG7285 

4UZACHFC2KCLS1529 4UZACHFE4KCLC9855 

4UZACHFC2KCLS1532 4UZACHFE4KCLF3394 

4UZACHFC3KCLG2814 4UZACHFE4KCLH4679 

4UZACHFC3KCLH9158 4UZACHFE5KCLG2816 

4UZACHFC3KCLH9161 4UZACHFE5KCLG7286 

4UZACHFC3KCLL5228 4UZACHFE6KCLF3395 

4UZACHFC3KCLL5231 4UZACHFE6KCLJ8327 

 


